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Problem
College students are always on the run, whether it be to get to class or a meeting,
they are constantly going from place to place with little or no time to stop and grab a
bite to eat. The team wanted to create a product that simplified college student’s
everyday lives. After learning about the everyday frustrations college students
experience during their busy lives, the team found a common frustration around long
lines at on campus dining locations, and always having to carry an ID card. With that
in mind, the team came up with the idea for Smartswipe.

Product Concept
Smartswipe is a multi-purpose mobile application that replaces physical ID cards by
allowing the user to access a digital version of their ID Card.The SmartSwipe app has
multiple functions; it allows students and faculty to place food orders online and
ahead of time, purchase items from on-campus dining locations, gain access to
on-campus facilities, and keep up with current events and news on campus. It begins
with the user entering in their college ID card information and linking the app to their
student account. From there, the app can be used in several different ways. First, the
app acts as a digital identification card, allowing the user to leave their physical ID at
home and still be able to access all buildings on campus as well as gain entry to the
dining halls. Second, once the student links his or her account to the app, they can
use it to pay for food and beverages at any on-campus dining location by simply
presenting the app and scanning it at the counter. Finally, with the hope of reducing
waiting times for on-campus dining options, Smartswipe has a pre-order system that
allows students and faculty to place their food or drink order, set a desired pickup
time, and pick up their meal on the go.The user interface within the app will allow
the user to search through the on-campus dining facilities menus and choose the item
they want for their meal. When the user arrives at the on-campus dining facility, they
scan their ID and receive their order. Everyday there will be a window of time in the
morning for students to place their order on the app for pick up, which allows
students who don't particularly have enough time to wait in line to get a fulfilling
meal.
The SmartSwipe app provides several smart and connected features. First, the
technology in the app allows for the use of the SmartPhone to swipe into buildings
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and purchase items on campus. SmartSwipe will be utilizing 2D Barcode scanning
technology which will allow for the identification to be scanned. In
addition,SmartSwipe will be utilizing fingerprint recognition technology as a security
feature. In order for the user to access the 2D barcode associated with their ID, the
user must scan their fingerprint, and then all the user has to do is hold up their phone
to the scanner either at the register or at the entrance of their dorm building and
allow the scanner to scan their barcode.
SmartSwipe achieves a Control level of capability. The Control level of capability
consists of both monitoring and control capabilities. In terms of Monitoring,
SmartSwipe links with the user's Ithaca College account and Bonus Bucks or ID Express
account, allowing consistent monitoring of the user’s balance, and alerts the user
when their balance is low. In addition, SmartSwipe achieves control capabilities
because of the ability to personalize the user interface of the app, specifically the
personalized news feed function.
After evaluating each of the five forces in the Porter Model, SmartSwipe stands out as
a distinct service in the digital wallet industry, and is unlikely to experience a
negative impact by external sources in the Porter Model. Threat of new entry is
minimal. Unless services like Apple Pay or Google Wallet add a nationwide service
like SmartSwipe’s, the app has little to worry about in terms of new entrants.
Competition that the app will likely face includes the Google Wallet, Apple Pay,
Square Wallet (which only works with a specific list of merchants) and Lemon Wallet
(an app that can store both cards and your ID on it. The competitor with the closest
service to the app would be the Lemon Wallet due to the ID component it has over
other competitors. The threat of substitution is minimal. There are apps that
already exist such as ApplePay, but they are obviously not exclusive to Ithaca College
students. If anything, these pre-existing apps may add on to their services by
creating additional features with which college IDs could work on. There is no threat
caused by buyer power. This is a free app included in IC services, so users can not
drive up or drive down the cost when there is none. Supplier power is negligent.
Ithaca would not need to reach out to external sources to create this app, as it
already has human resources to create this in the IT department. This is an app made
for the college by the college, and therefore no supplier power could threaten the
product.
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Business Model
For the SmartSwipe app, the team decided on using the “info-brokerage” business
model, which will be a combination of using both an infomediary business model and
a brokerage business model.
With the infomediary model, the app will be providing information such as customized
notifications to students. With the brokerage model, the app is aiding transactions
and enhancing experiences on the Ithaca College campus. The team decided that this
dual-model would be the best for the SmartSwipe application. This would be the most
appropriate since Ithaca College would be providing a free app that would entice our
audience to make more purchases around campus. For people who wouldn’t normally
have time to wait in lines between classes, our pre-order function would make it
easier for them to want to spend their Bonus Bucks or ID Express. With limited to no
cost for Ithaca College to create the app, the app’s main purpose is to make life
easier for Ithaca College students. This app will also generate more money for the
school, because students will be more inclined to make purchases where they
wouldn’t have been before.
The team will also be using the free-pricing strategy, cross-subsidy, to build a strong
customer base with the free app. Instead of making the students purchase the
application, the team decided to offer it for free. This strategy will be used during
the app’s trial run in the first year, and if the app is successful, then this strategy will
be continued.
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Target Market
SmartSwipe will be marketed toward the entire Ithaca College student body. In
researching the target market, the team found characteristics unique to the college
student market.
The app will be geared toward both male and female students from ages 17-25,
encompassing the “baby” freshman and the ripened graduate student. Other factors
such as race/ethnicity, education level, income, etc. are not predicted to have an
effect on whether or not students like the app.
The more specifics of the target audience include what the team knows about the
target audience’s lifestyle. Millennials are stereotyped as a tech-savvy crowd, so the
complexity of introducing new technology is not a concern. College students are
typically seen to be constantly busy and habitually-stressed, making the simplicity
that results from ownership of the app stand out as a significant benefit. Many are on
a low budget, which will make students more prone to trying the free-of-cost service
the app provides.
Millennials are trendsetters. They are most likely to be part of the “early adopter”
group after the release of a new technology or product. They are trial-receptive, and
spread word-of-mouth quickly via social media regarding experiences with products
and services. This generation is more acceptable to having “digital everything,” while
older generations are often cautious toward using digital wallets due to the
vulnerability associated with having your “money” on a smartphone. The team’s
target demographic loves having customized accounts, services that greet them by
their name and speak to them in various accents, which are personalized features the
team can add to the app. College students also seek convenient and quick services,
services that assist them in optimizing time in their busy lives and ease the worry of
losing tangible items.
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Competition
Ithaca College currently has no method of ordering food on-campus ahead of time
whether it’s through an application or online. So, SmartSwipe’s main competitors are
restaurants off campus that allow customers to order online or through an app,
delivery services, and Ithaca College’s current equivalent to the SmartSwipe. These
competitors are restaurants such as Chipotle and Panera Bread, delivery services like
Ithaca To Go and GrubHub, and finally, Ithaca College Dining Services.
Chipotle offers an app that allows customers to find Chipotle locations near them,
research nutrition facts, and easily order your food to skip the line at the restaurant.
The app also saves your most common orders, so it’s as easy as clicking a button on
the app and your order will be ready in about 10 or 15 minutes. The downfall to
Chipotle’s app is that is makes students leave campus to pick up their food. If a
student is in a rush and only has 10 minutes in between classes or meetings there is
not enough time to go grab lunch off campus. Panera Bread’s Rapid Pick Up is also a
competitor to SmartSwipe. Similar to the Chipotle app, the Panera app allows
customers to find locations, research nutrition facts, join the rewards program, and
order food to skip the line at their restaurant. Similar to Chipotle, it also saves your
most frequent orders and it is located off campus, making it difficult for those in a
rush and without a car to benefit from the Rapid Pick Up.
Ithaca To Go is an online restaurant delivery service that brings food from all sorts of
Ithaca eateries right to your door. You can order online, by phone, or through the
app. GrubHub is a similar service that is offered throughout the nation. GrubHub
allows customers to order online or through an app. The app lets customers check out
the menus, select the things they want to eat, pay currency, and have delicious food
be prepared just for you. It can be picked up yourself, or delivered to your door. The
benefits of these delivery services is that it is delivered directly to the student. If a
student doesn’t have a car or is too busy to leave campus, food can be delivered right
to them which is a strength of these services. However, the downfall of these delivery
services is that the delivery charges can get expensive and it is not always a reliable
service. Oftentimes the food is delivered too late and if a student isn’t in their dorm
or the same building upon delivery, this could cause problems. This is also not a good
service for students who have meal plans.
Finally, the closest thing Ithaca College has to SmartSwipe is the Ithaca College Dining
Services website, which offers nutritional information, a look at daily menus, and
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upcoming events in IC’s dining halls. However, the website does not allow customers
to order food online or through an app to be able to be picked up on campus in a
timely manner. The benefits of this website is that it lets customers know what food
is available to them every day and it shows options for eating on campus, which is
what many students are looking for since they have meal plans and/or dining dollars.
There are no clear competitors within this market because it does not yet exist. There
is no app that allows students to add their student ID’s and order on-campus food,
that can be easily picked up. Thus, SmartSwipe is competing in a market all on its
own.
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Website Design & Usability
Home Page

Place an Order
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Strategy
Since the SmartSwipe app was designed with the primary goal to simplify and quicken
the process of ordering food on campus, SmartSwipe decided its user needs based on
convenience. The website should require little thought and effort on the behalf of the
user. It should be fast and easy to navigate and students should be able to check their
account, place an order, or check on-campus news and events within seconds. The
only tabs where the website should be content-heavy are the news and events
sections, otherwise there should be little text on other areas of the webpage.
SmartSwipe’s website needs fast search results, as this is an app/service designed to
make students’ lives easier, not add more stress to the day. SmartSwipe also promises
fast food service and accurate waiting times when placing an order. Orders placed on
the website are sent immediately to their designated retailer’s digital ordering
system, ensuring that the user’s need for speed is met.
General Objectives:
1. Increase student engagement in on-campus clubs and events
2. Increase student awareness of on-campus clubs and events
Business Objectives:
1. Reach 40% of the entire campus by the end of the fall 2016 semester (app
launches in August 2016)
2. Increase purchase of Bonus Bucks and ID Express by 5%
3. Increase sales in retail dining by 10%
Scope
The scope of the website will include features that provide the user with a
customized web experience, furthering the SmartSwipe relationship with its individual
customers. After logging in, each different user has the ability to save news, add
event dates to their Mac or PC’s calendar from the website, view their order history,
and view their account information. Under the news section, users can read their
bookmarked news articles or announcements posted on the website. The user can also
save event dates from the events section onto their PC or Mac, as well as announce
events themselves. All announcements will be pre-approved by an employee of the
college to prevent scams or misuse of this feature. A beneficial feature under the
Your Account tab is information on the user’s Bonus Bucks and ID Express, including
the ability to check their balance and add more money if needed. Under both the
Your Account and Place an Order tabs is information on the users’ order history. With
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the click of a button, users may also re-order any orders that they’ve made previously
during that semester. The user may also check out what other people are ordering
under “Trending Orders” if there’s a particular special popular during the day, and
also view waiting times at each retailer listed. Retailers included in this list are the
School of Business Café, Dillingham Café, the IC Square Food Court (located in the
“pub”), Sandella’s, SubConnection, and Grand Central Café.
Structure
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Search Marketing Plan
Organic Search Strategy
SmartSwipe wants to make information regarding the SmartSwipe app easily
accessible to potential users. The team will be utilizing several organic search
strategies to ensure that the website and application are easily accessible and can be
searched through Google and other search engine tools. First, the team will be
indexing the website with Google. This will allow for the site to be recognized by the
Google Search algorithm when users search for SmartSwipe or other related products
or services. In order to ensure that the website is easily recognized by search engines,
the team will use carefully chosen words on the website that will be recognized by
Google. Specifically the team will be using title tags and focused content. The
SmartSwipe title tag will be “Digital Identification and Payment Service”, which will
show on the thumbnail of the webpage. In addition, with hopes of increasing traffic
and searchability we will be using specific keywords frequently in the content of the
SmartSwipe website, specifically content related to Dining Services. By doing this,
users will be able to search anything related to Ithaca College Dining and easily access
the SmartSwipe website. Google Search Console, a service that provides insight
regarding search patterns, will be used to monitor the website and to edit content to
increase traffic.
The team will also be indexing the SmartSwipe app with Google. When users search
SmartSwipe related content such as Ithaca College Dining Services, the app will
appear and there will be a button that will allow the user to automatically download
the app. This makes is easier for the user to access the app and download it, which
increases the probability of download.
Finally, the team will be embedding links to the SmartSwipe website on multiple
different Ithaca College information pages to increase traffic from the Ithaca College
website.
Paid Search Strategy
To increase traffic to the website, the team will be using paid search by bidding on
keywords related to Ithaca College and Ithaca Dining on Google Adwords. The team
has allocated $30,000 for search marketing over a 6-month period, or approximately
$500 per day. The team will be bidding on the following key words and phrases to
ensure that SmartSwipe will appear in many search queries: Ithaca College Dining
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Services, Ithaca Dining, Ithaca College Dining, Ithaca College, order, food, virtual
wallet, virtual identification. SmartSwipe will be bidding approximately $2.00 with a
daily budget of $500. The average cost per click is approximately $.84 producing, 190
clicks and 46,000 impressions daily.
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Social Media Plan
The team will be launching two social media campaigns to get the word out about the
SmartSwipe application. Social media is the best place to form a communication
network that connects the brand to the user. Social media is especially necessary for
marketing purposes, because it is where the target audience spends a significant
amount of their time and it is extremely cost-effective. Utilizing social media
platforms such as Twitter and Facebook will help increase brand awareness, increase
impressions, and will encourage people to download the app after constantly seeing
posts about the benefits of the service.

1. Twitter

Strategy
The team will be launching a social media campaign on Twitter to build awareness for
the application. The account will be sponsored by Ithaca College and it will be run by
Ithaca College student and staff. This is a new service, so one of the more important
social media objectives is to increase brand awareness to encourage downloads of the
SmartSwipe application. The team will use a variety of different quantitative
evaluation methods to track the success of the Twitter account. It will be a private
account, so users will have to follow the account to see what is being tweeted by
SmartSwipe staffers. The reason behind this is that SmartSwipe will offer special
promotional offers for followers only. The Twitter will include plenty of incentives to
use the app, such as weekly riddles and quizzes about Ithaca College and monthly
scavenger hunts for a free meal coupon (using the app) at any retail dining location.
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The quizzes and riddles will be posted to the Twitter page and followers will be able
to send the account a DM with their answer. If they crack the code, or answer
correctly then we will DM back different types of scannable barcode
coupons/discounts, depending on the difficulty level of the question. The Twitter
campaign is designed to build engagement with “SmartSwipers.”

2. Facebook
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Strategy
The team will be launching a different campaign on the Ithaca College SmartSwipe
Facebook page, but will continue with a focus on building brand awareness for
SmartSwipe. The Facebook page will be updated daily with written posts, pictures,
and video posts. The team will create “a day in the life” videos that will be posted
onto our page. These videos will either be of Ithaca College students and their
testimonials of their experience so far with the SmartSwipe app or action videos of
SmartSwipe being used by students in many of the various dining service options. The
videos will be creative, funny, and persuasive to provoke more students to try out the
SmartSwipe app for themselves. The Facebook page will also be run by Ithaca College
student stuff who have a passion for seeing the application expand. The Facebook
campaign is designed to teach potential “SmartSwipers” how the app is used and hear
reviews from their peers, while also allowing users to generate their own content and
post their own videos of their experiences with the app.
The team will also run targeted advertisements towards Ithaca College students. The
advertisement will be a sponsored post that will appear on each individual’s news
feed. While scrolling through their feed they will have the opportunity to see the
SmartSwipe advertisement and click to download the app or go to the SmartSwipe
website. The advertisement will cost $50 a day approximately 6,000 Facebook views
and 4,000 Instagram views daily. The advertisements will run everyday for six months
totaling $8,400 taken from our campaign budget.
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Evaluation
To evaluate success, the team will keep an eye on quantitative and qualitative
metrics.
Quantitative
To track the success of the Twitter and Facebook campaigns, the team will be
evaluating a few different pieces of data. For Twitter, SmartSwipe will track the
growth in the number of followers it gains and growth in the number of retweets and
likes it receives to determine if the campaign is engaging people. If there is
substantial growth, then this strategy will be continued; however, if there is a
decline, then a new strategy will be employed. On top of that, the team will be
tracking the click-through rate of links to the promotional riddles, quizzes and
scavenger hunts to see how many users are participating. On Facebook, a very similar
quantitative evaluation approach will be used. The team will be tracking the growth
in number of fans, likes and comments on the page. If there is an increase then the
campaign will be continued unless a plateau is noticed, but if the team finds that
SmartSwipe is declining in those areas then the team will need to re-evaluate the
creative approach.
Qualitative
The team will track results using qualitative metrics such as audience engagement
and conversation reach, as well as conducting an online survey. To track audience
engagement, the team will observe the levels of engagement of users with the app
compared to total viewership of the sites. SmartSwipe will track conversation reach of
both Twitter and Facebook independently. This qualitative data will show the number
of unique visitors who participate in conversations about the application. The online
survey will be a one question survey to help calculate net promoter score and will be
posted on both Twitter and Facebook. The team will calculate how the app is
functioning and if users are happy with it thus far. The survey will ask questions such
as, “How likely is it that you would recommend SmartSwipe to a friend, roommate,
classmate or professor at Ithaca College?” It will be on a 0-10 rating scale that will
generate high-scaled feedback to show that users are promoting the application,
which will indicate that SmartSwipe is engaging students and fulfilling user
needs/wants.
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Mobile Strategy
The key feature of the SmartSwipe business plan is the mobile application. The entire
mobile strategy is focused on the SmartSwipe app, which will be available to all
Ithaca College students and ideally will expand to other college campuses around the
nation. Upon downloading the mobile application, the user will be prompted to input
their Ithaca College Student ID, which will appear on the homepage of the app as
pictured. The app allows students to scan their ID to get into residential buildings,
pay for food, and swipe in to dining halls. With the app, students will not have to
carry their physical ID’s because it can be scanned with the app. SmartSwipe also
allows students to order their food directly through the app from Grab & Go, the IC
Food Court, and Sandella’s. Finally, there is also a tab for events and announcements
on campus that can consistently be updated throughout the week.
The SmartSwipe application is designed to be easy to use and requires little
explanation. It is straightforward and offers a simple layout for users to interact with.
The homepage features the three main functions of the application. There is a left
side bar for easy navigation to order food, read announcements, or go directly to the
preferred dining choice to place an order.
To increase awareness and repeat business transactions, SmartSwipe will offer mobile
coupons that are given out each time a user orders food through the mobile app. This
is similar to what the cafe carts in the business and communications school currently
do. A student receives a free coffee after their purchase of ten coffees. After five
food orders through the app, the team will offer a mobile coupon for $2 off a user’s
next purchase.
The SmartSwipe app will also use geo-targeting technology, which is used to target
local customers through paid or organic search. Depending on a user’s geographic
location, specific content will be delivered to the user’s phone. For instance, when a
student enters Campus Center at Ithaca College the geo-targeting technology will
prompt the student to download the SmartSwipe application to order food, since the
Food Court and Sandella’s are both located in Campus Center.
Interactive Prototype:
https://christinalyons.proto.io/share/?id=bac7e039-7369-47fc-89c7-a61f3c4704ed&v=3
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Other Promotional Strategies
Buzz Marketing Events
To spread the “buzz” about SmartSwipe, Ithaca College will host games and contests
to ignite both word-of-mouth advertising and student engagement. IC will first host a
live, 2-day game in the lobby between Grand Central Café and the Information Desk.
This area receives high volumes of traffic throughout the day, but will not be in the
students’ way as it would be in the pub. This “Wheel of Fortune” style game will
offer passing students a chance to spin the wheel for a prize. Prizes include codes for
10% off any order placed on the SmartSwipe app (this prize will be on 5/8 of the
options students can land on), $5 redeemable at Sandella’s and the IC Square Food
Court (will be on 2/8 options students can land on), and a free order redeemable at
any retailer location on the app (will be featured on 1/8 of the options students can
land on). To receive these prizes, students must sign up for the app. To supplement
this game, an online contest will be posted where students must sign up for
SmartSwipe to enter a contest where they can win $25, $50, $75, or $100 in Bonus
Bucks on the app. To raise awareness for the contest and the SmartSwipe launch,
flyers will be posted at every retailer location featured on the app and throughout
areas of high traffic on campus.
Email Blast
To directly connect with the members of the Ithaca College community, the team will
acquire the mass email list of those with “@ithaca.edu” tags. Once SmartSwipe has
the master list, it will send out an invitation email with information on what the
SmartSwipe application is and what features/benefits it provides for the user. The
email will also have a hyperlink to the website,
ithaca.sodexoonmyway.com/smartswipe, and a hyperlink to the application in the
App Store. This will make it easy for users to find, and they will be more inclined to
install the app upon its launch.
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